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INTRODUCTION 26
Elucidating routes and levels of migration between populations of a 27 species is essential to understand the forces that shape its evolutionary 28 trajectory (Barrowclough, 1980; Slatkin, 1985) . Landscape features-such as 29 rivers, mountain ranges, crop fields, and urban areas-can impact levels of gene 30 flow between populations by determining dispersal rates and routes (McRae, 31 dual-barcoded PCR-amplified samples were pooled and the resulting libraries 152
were purified using AMPure XP beads (Agencourt Bioscience Corporation; 153 Massachusetts, USA) at 0.7x. The purified library was then size selected to 350-154 800 base pairs and sequenced using two runs of an Illumina NextSeq500 155 sequencer (Genomics Core Facility, University of Oregon). 156 filtering out nucleotides with a quality score of 10 or worse. The resulting vcf 173 table was filtered using vcftools (Danecek et al., 2011) for SNPs with a 174 minimum allele frequency of 0.02, a minimum read depth of 5, and a maximum 175 15% of missing data. This resulted in 9774 variable regions. Loci with less than 176 5 high quality base-calls and with more than 20% missing data or an average of 177 less than 20 high quality base calls were also removed using vcftools (Danecek We first conducted a series of analyses to characterize the overall genetic 184 structure of I. purpurea populations. All analyses were run separately for the 185 microsatellite (SSR, hereafter) and SNP datasets given their intrinsic differences 186 and distinct geographic coverage ( Fig. 1 ; Table S3 ). In addition, we repeated all 187 population structure analyses using just the subset of 6 localities where SSR and 188 SNP datasets are both available. Running separate analyses using these two 189 different markers (referred as SSRc and SNPc, hereafter) allowed us to 190 determine if the differences between marker types was due to differences in 191 sample size (SSR = 24 localities; SNP = 8 localities) or geographic coverage 192 ( Fig. 1) . Similarly, to determine if the differences uncovered between marker types were due to SNP sequencing or genotyping error, we repeated all 194 population genetic analyses after doing a more stringent SNP quality filtering 195 by removing loci with a genotype quality score below 20, a minimum read 196 depth of 10, or with more than 15% missing data. estimates were obtained for the SSR dataset, we opted to report FST values only 201 to allow direct comparisons with the SNP dataset). We then estimated 202 contemporary effective population size for each sampled locality in 203
NeEstimator v2 using the excess heterozygous method (Do et al., 2014). We 204 performed this latter analysis to assess the possibility that differences in local 205 population size underlie differences in genetic variability (Weckworth et al., 206 2013 ) and/or promote asymmetric effective migration rate (Nm). 207
208
In addition, to further examine genetic structure we assessed population 209 admixture and spatial genetic clustering using TESS ( permutation replicates. We ran these AMOVAs either partitioning the variance 218 into regions based on the spatial genetic clusters previously identified by 219 TESS-to quantify the fraction of the genetic variance explained by these 220 clusters, or leaving it ungrouped (i.e., no regions), for comparison. 221
222
Additionally, we investigated population connectivity by estimating levels 223 of recent migration between sampled localities through the identification of 224 individuals of mixed ancestry using BayesAss (Wilson and Rannala, 2003) . 225
BayesAss is a program that uses individual multilocus genotypes and a Markov 226
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm to probabilistically distinguish between 227 immigrants and long-term native individuals (Wilson and Rannala, 2003). We 228 ran BayesAss for 6 million generations using default parameter settings, and 229 discarded the first two million generations as burn-in (Dyer, 2009 ). For each 230 marker dataset, we repeated this analysis three times (for a total of 18 million 231 generations) and combined the results from the three replicates for our final 232 inference. Then, using a posterior probability cut-off of 0.75 we assign 233 individuals' ancestry. We chose this cut-off value as a minimum credibility 234 score to simultaneously maximize sample size and reliability (stringer thresholds show similar differences between marker sets; results not shown). It 236 is important to note that because of computational limits we had to randomly 237 subsample our set of SNPs to 400 SNPs for this analysis. The same subsampled 238 set was used for the full and reduced (SNPc) analyses. 239
240

Landscape genetics analyses 241
To identify the likely landscape features underlying overall population 242 structure of I. purpurea, we evaluated the association between landscape 243 features and genetic differentiation based on the full datasets. First, we 244 estimated conditional genetic distances (Dyer et al., 2010) using GeneticStudio 245 (Dyer, 2009 ). Briefly, conditional genetic distances are measures of pairwise 246 genetic distance derived from population networks, constructed based on the 247 degree of genetic similarity between sampled localities (Dyer and Nason, 2004) . 248
They reflect genetic similarity between localities that better capture direct gene 249 flow (i.e., direct migration) as opposed to connectivity driven by step-wise 250 migration through intervening localities (Dyer, 2015) . The complexity of the 251 associated conditional genetic network was summarized by their vertex 252 connectivity (White and Harary, 2001), whereas the congruence between 253 networks derived from different marker sets was measured by their structural 254 congruence (a measure of wether the number of congruent edges between 255 networks is greater than expected by chance) (Dyer, 2009 ).
To assess the association between landscape features and population 258 differentiation, we first converted each landscape layer (climate, crops, 259 elevation, landcover, population density, roads, and soils layers; Table S1 ) into 260 landscape resistance layers. To do this, each landscape feature in these layers 261 was assigned a resistance value that reflects the difficulty that each feature 262 offers to the movement of gametes or individuals. In contrast to previous 263 studies that typically rely on expert opinion for resistance assignment, we 264 utilized an unbiased statistical optimization to avoid the sensitivity of results to 265 subjective resistance assignment (Spear et al., 2010) . Specifically, resistance 266 values were optimized through a genetic algorithm approach (Mitchell, 1996) . show several differences between SSR and SNP datasets (see below). 306
Nonetheless, we expect that association patterns that are robust between 307 datasets should accurately reflect the impact of landscape features on gene flow, 308 independent of possible biases introduced by marker idiosyncrasies. Therefore, 309
we focus below on the common biological findings between marker types, 310 while also denoting the most relevant differences. 311
312
RESULTS 313
Population structure 314
The initial genetic analyses indicated that I. purpurea sampled localities 315 were in no violation of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium ( Fig. S1c, d ), as evidenced 316 by the small difference between expected and observed heterozygosity (mean 317 He = 0.294±0.014 and 0.250±0.001; mean Ho = 0.291±0.009 and 0.260±0.001, 318
respectively for SSR and SNP datasets). Levels of expected and observed heterozygosity for the SSR dataset were only slightly greater than those 320 estimated for the SNP dataset. Likewise, the estimated mean effective 321 population size per sampled locality was only slightly greater and more variable 322
for the SSR dataset than for the SNP dataset (13.71±5.59, 9.49±0.13, 323 respectively), but in neither case was there salient evidence of a plausible 324 source-sink dynamic, as judged by the similar effective sizes among 325 populations. Average FST estimates between datasets were also similar (0.151 326 and 0.140, respectively for SSR and SNP datasets; Fig. S2 ). 327 328 Interestingly, we found that estimates of recent ancestry differed 329 between SSR and SNP datasets. The analysis of the SSR dataset indicated that 330 recent migration among localities seems to be more widespread, with only four 331 localities being primarily constituted of native individuals ( Fig. 2a ). Across 332 localities, on average 73.65% of individuals were inferred to be 1st or 2nd 333 generation immigrants. In comparison, analysis of the SNP dataset showed that 334 most populations seem to have a more limited number of recent immigrants, 335
and that the relatively few inferred immigrants (on average 27.42% of 336 individuals) did not come exclusively from geographically proximate localities 337 ( Fig. 2d ). Accordingly, SSR and SNP pruned conditional genetic networks 338 (Dyer and Nason, 2004) indicated different underlying patterns of genetic 339 connectivity (structural congruence = 0.108; Fig. 2b,e ). While both were fully closed, the SSR-based network was more interconnected (vertex connectivity: 341 5) than the SNP-based network (vertex connectivity: 0). Further, based on the 342 best TESS models ( Fig. S3 ), widespread admixture was recovered in the SSR 343 dataset (median individual maximum Q-score = 0.51), whereas minimal 344 admixture was identified in the SNP dataset (median individual maximum Q-345 score = 0.73) ( Fig. 2c,f ). Finally, grouping individuals according to the 346 corresponding TESS-identified spatial genetic clusters in AMOVA analyses 347 only slightly reduced the variance explained solely by geographic location in 348 both datasets (Table 1) . 349 dataset (median individual maximum Q-score = 0.71) than in the SNPc dataset 362 (median individual maximum Q-score = 0.85) ( Fig. S4c,f) . Also, further 363 confirming the limited spatial structure in this species, using TESS-identified 364 spatial genetic clusters as regions in AMOVA analyses barely reduced the 365 variance explained solely by geographic location when compared to a null 366 model with no regions assigned (Tables S5).  367 368 Similarly, when using a more stringently filtered SNP dataset, which 369 comprised 5811 SNPs, we found that this reduced dataset produced highly 370 similar results to the original SNP dataset (percentage of recent immigrants = 371 25.94%, genetic network vertex connectivity = 0, average individual maximum 372 Q-score = 0.71, and percentage explained by TESS-groupings = 7.31%). Hence, 373
these results using a more rigorous SNP dataset further support the differences 374 in population structure inferences between SSR and SNP data. 375 376
Landscape genetics 377
Both the SNP and SSR datasets provide evidence that human-impacted 378 landscapes play an important role in shaping genetic connectivity in I. 379 purpurea. In both sets of MLPE.lmm models, null (geographic distance), 380 natural (climate, elevation, and soils), and human-related landscapes (landcover 381 and human population density) were identified as significant (p<=0.05) or marginally significant (0.05<p<=0.1) predictors of ge netic differentiation 383 between localities. Interestingly, the variables with the greatest association 384 coefficient and lowest AICc value in both the SSR and SNP models were 385 human-related variables (landcover and human population density, respectively; 386 Table 2 ). However, when considering all variables together in a multivariate 387 manner-while accounting for geographic distance-human population density, 388 local effective population size, and different aspects of climate were the only 389 variables that remained as significant or marginally significant predictors of 390 genetic differentiation across both SSR and SNP datasets ( Table 2) In summary, across datasets, results indicated that human-population-398 density resistance was robustly associated with differentiation among I. 399
purpurea's populations, with sparsely to moderately populated areas identified 400 as more conducive areas for migration and potential corridors available between 401 all regions (Fig. S5b) . In contrast, climatic variables produced potential barriers 402 to gene flow, with temperature temporal gradients isolating the northernmost localities from the rest in the SSR dataset, and precipitation seasonality 404 isolating the eastern and western localities in the SNP dataset (Fig. S5a) . 405
Finally, local effective population size was also a significant predictor in both 406 datasets, with population size inversely associated with genetic differentiation 407 (Table 2) . relative rate (Nm) (Wright, 1931) . Furthermore, population size differences 498 influence overall dispersal spatial dynamics because the number and direction 499 of migrants depend on local population sizes (e.g., proportionately greater 500 number of migrants move from densely to sparsely populated areas than vice 501 versa; Lenormand, 2002). In line with these expectations, we found that 502 effective population size is also a significant predictor of population 503 differentiation in this species. Considering the prevalence of weed management 504 practices (e.g., tillage, herbicide application) and their effect on weed 505 population sizes (Kuester et al., 2016) , it is likely that these anthropogenic 506 activities play a significant role in controlling the rate of population differentiation in weeds. Thus, all evidence suggests a predominant role of 508 human activities in shaping I. purpurea's current genetic structure. We thank Adam Kuester for seed collecting and for contributing 575 valuable data for this study. We also thank Ariana Wilson, Eva Fall, and Dan 576
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